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Measurement of helicity parameters in top quark decay
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Abstract. It is important to be able to quantitatively assay future measurements of competing observ-
ables consistent with the gV −A coupling predictions for t → W+b decay, so plots of the values of these
helicity parameters are given in terms of a “ (V − A) + Additional Lorentz Structure”. Three phase-type
ambiguities are shown to exist, but measurement of the sign of the large interference between the W longi-
tudinal/transverse amplitudes will resolve two of them. The large mb effects in both bL and bR amplitudes
from some couplings demonstrate that it is less model dependent to measure helicity parameters, instead
of setting limits on some arbitrary subset of coupling constants.

1 Motivations

Initial tests of the Lorentz structure of t → W+b decay
can be carried out at the Tevatron[1], but the more precise
measurements will be possible at the CERN LHC [2] and
at a NLC [3]. It is important to be able to quantitatively
assay future measurements of competing observables con-
sistent with the standard model (SM) prediction of only
a gV −A coupling. For this purpose, plots are given be-
low of the values of the helicity parameters in terms of a
“(V −A) + Additional Lorentz Structure” versus effective-
mass scales for new physics, Λi, associated with specific
additional Lorentz structures. In effective field theory, Λi,
is the scale [4] at which new particle thresholds or new dy-
namics are expected to occur; Λi can also be interpreted
as a measure of a top quark compositeness scale.

Three phase-type ambiguities versus the SM predic-
tion are shown to exist: two with low effective mass scales,
gV −A + gS+P with ΛS+P ∼ −35GeV and gV −A + gfM+fE

with ΛfM+fE
∼ 53GeV , and a third due to an arbitrary

sign-flip in the bL-amplitudes AX(λb = −1/2) = −AV −A

(λb = −1/2). The first two of these ambiguities can be
resolved by measurement of the sign of the large interfer-
ence between the W longitudinal/transverse amplitudes.
Measurement of the sign of the ηL helicity parameter will
determine the sign of cosβL where βL is the relative phase
of the two bL-amplitudes ( ηL = ±0.46 where the upper
sign is for the SM ). Both from the perspective of carefully
testing the SM and that of searching for new physics, we
believe that it is very important that experiments measure
this W longitudinal/transverse interference parameter (
the LHC should be sensitive to ∼ 3 % and the Tevatron
in a Run 3 to perhaps the ∼ 10 % level). Simultaneously,
such experiments should bound, or measure, the T̃FS vio-
lating ηL

′
parameter which can be sizable for low-effective
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mass scales: ηL
′ ∼ ±0.3 for a pure imaginary additional

coupling ΛS+P or ΛfM+fE
∼ ±i50GeV .

Since the helicity parameters appear directly in the
various polarization and spin-correlation functions, it is
clearly more model independent to simply measure them
rather than to set limits on an “ ad hoc” set of additional
coupling constants. The large mb effects in both bL and
bR amplitudes explicitly demonstrate this point. In many
cases, finite mb effects lead to sizable “ oval shapes” as the
effective mass scale Λi varies, see Figs. 2, 4, 8, 9.

Resolution of the third ambiguity, as well as determi-
nation of two remaining independent relative phases ( e.g.
α0 and γ+ ) necessary for a complete amplitude measure-
ment of t → W+b decay, will require direct empirical infor-
mation about the bR-amplitudes. One way would be from
a Λb polarimetry measurement [5] of the b-polarimetry in-
terference parameters ε+ and κ0. Even at an NLC, such
measurements will be difficult unless certain non-SM cou-
plings occur. In particular, here additional S + P and
fM + fE couplings have negligible effects, but non-chiral
couplings like V or A, fM or fE (for ε+), S or P (for κ0)
can produce large effects, see below.

2 Helicity amplitudes
and α, β, γ relative phases

For t → W+b decay, the four on-shell helicity amplitudes
A(λW+ , λb) can be uniquely determined by measurement
of four moduli and three relative phases. In Fig. 1, mea-
surements in the right and left columns are respectively of
order O(L2) and O(R2). The interference measurements
between the two columns are of order O(LR). L and R
denote the b quark’s helicity λb = ∓1/2. Numerical values
of A(λW+ , λb) for the standard model(SM) are given in
the top row of Table 1. For the pure V − A coupling of
the standard model, the left-handed helicity λb = −1/2
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Fig. 1a,b. For t → W+b decay, display of the four helicity
amplitudes A (λW+ , λb) relative to the b quark’s helicity. The
upper sketch defines the measurable “α, β, γ” relative phases,
c.f. (1). The lower sketch defines the real part and imaginary
part (primed) helicity parameters corresponding to these rel-
ative phases. Measurement of the sign of ηL determines the
relative phase of the λb = −1/2 amplitudes and would resolve
the first two ambiguities (compare Tables 1 and 2)

amplitudes dominate by 1 to 2 orders of magnitude for
mb ∼ 4.5GeV . Intrinsic and relative signs of these helic-
ity amplitudes are determined by the Jacob-Wick phase
convention. The layout of the corners in Fig. 1 has been
chosen to reflect the layout in the following probability
plots for P (WL) versus P (bL) where

P (WL) = Probability W+ is longitudinally polarized,
λW+ = 0

P (bL) = Probability b is left-handed, λb = −1/2

The “arrows” in the upper part of Fig. 1 define the
measurable α, β, γ relative phases between the four am-
plitudes. For instance,

α0 = φR
0 − φL

0 , βL = φL
−1 − φL

0 , γ+ = φR
1 − φL

0 (1)

where A(λW+ , λb) = |A| exp(iφL,R
λW+

). So for a pure V − A

coupling, the β’s vanish and all the α’s and γ’s equal +π

Table 1. For the ambiguous moduli points, numerical values
of the associated helicity amplitudes A (λW+ , λb). The values
for the amplitudes are listed first in gL = 1 units, and second
as Anew = AgL=1/

√
Γ which removes the effect of the differ-

ing partial width, Γ for t → W+b. [mt = 175GeV, mW =
80.35GeV, mb = 4.5GeV ]

A(0, − 1
2 ) A(−1, − 1

2 ) A(0, 1
2 ) A(1, 1

2 )
AgL=1 in gL = 1 units

V − A 338 220 −2.33 −7.16
S + P −338 220 −24.4 −7.16
fM + fE 220 −143 1.52 −4.67

ANew = AgL=1/
√

Γ

V − A 0.84 0.54 −0.0058 −0.018
S + P −0.84 0.54 −0.060 −0.018
fM + fE 0.84 −0.54 0.0058 −0.018

(or −π) to give the intrinsic minus sign of the standard
model’s bR amplitudes, see top row of Table 1.

The lower part of Fig. 1 displays the real part and
imaginary part (primed) helicity parameters correspond-
ing to interference measurements of the respective relative
phases. For instance, c.f. Appendix B,

ηL ≡ 1
Γ |A(−1,− 1

2 )||A(0,− 1
2 )| cos βL

η′
L ≡ 1

Γ |A(−1,− 1
2 )||A(0,− 1

2 )| sinβL
(2)

and
ηL,R =

1
2
(η ± ω) (3)

In the absence of T̃FS violation, the relative phases will
be interger multiples of π and all prime parameters will
vanish.

By Λb polarimetry[5], or some other b-polarimetry tech-
nique, it would be possible to measure the α and γ relative
phase. In the standard model, the two helicity parameters
between the amplitudes with the largest moduli are

κ0 ≡ 1
Γ |A(0, 1

2 )||A(0,− 1
2 )| cos α0

ε+ ≡ 1
Γ |A(1, 1

2 )||A(0,− 1
2 )| cos γ+

(4)

We refer to κ0, ε+ as the “b-polarimetry interference pa-
rameters”. From Figs. 1 other combinations of relative-
phases/helicity-parameters are mathematically equivalent.
Unfortunately from the perspective of a complete mea-
surement of the four helicity amplitudes, the tree-level
values of κ0, ε+ in the SM are only about 1%. See the
top line in both parts of Table 2, which lists the V − A
values of the helicity parameters for mb = 4.5GeV .

In the plots below, the values of the helicity parame-
ters are given in terms of a “(V −A) + Additional Lorentz
Structure”. Generically, we denote these additional cou-
plings by

gTotal ≡ gL + gX (5)

X =

{
Xc = chiral = {V + A, S ± P, fM ± fE}
Xnc = non-chiral = {V, A, S, P, fM , fE}.
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Table 2. For the ambiguous moduli points, numerical values
of the associated helicity parameters. Listed first are the four
moduli parameters. Listed second are the values of the interfer-
ence parameters which could be used to resolve the ambiguities

σ ξ ζ Γ [GeV ]
V − A 0.41 1.00 0.41 1.55GeV

S + P 0.41 0.99 0.40 1.55GeV

fM + fE 0.41 1.00 0.41 0.66GeV

η ω ηL κo ε+

V − A 0.46 0.46 0.46 −0.005 −0.015
S + P −0.45 −0.46 −0.46 −0.05 0.015
fM + fE −0.46 −0.46 −0.46 0.005 −0.015

For t → W+b, the most general Lorentz coupling is
W ∗

µJµ

b̄t
= W ∗

µ ūb (p)Γµut (k) where kt = qW + pb, and

Γµ
V = gV γµ +

fM

2Λ
ισµν(k − p)ν +

gS−

2Λ
(k − p)µ

+
gS

2Λ
(k + p)µ +

gT+

2Λ
ισµν(k + p)ν (6)

Γµ
A = gAγµγ5 +

fE

2Λ
ισµν(k − p)νγ5 +

gP −

2Λ
(k − p)µγ5

+
gP

2Λ
(k + p)µγ5 +

gT+
5

2Λ
ισµν(k + p)νγ5 (7)

For gL = 1 units with gi = 1, the nominal size of Λi is
mt

2 = 88GeV , see below.
Lorentz equivalence theorems for these couplings are

treated in Appendix A. Explicit expressions for the A(λW+ ,
λb) in the case of these additional Lorentz structures are
given in [5]. Other recent general analyses of effects in
t → W+b decay associated with new physics arising from
large effective- mass scales Λi are in [6-12]. Some work on
higher order QCD and EW corrections has been done in
[13]. It is much less model dependent to determine the he-
licity parameters directly from experimental data instead
of assuming an arbitrary set of couplings and an ad hoc mb

treatment to determine limits on gi’s. There do not exist
“Lorentz equivalence theorems” with-respect-to both mb

dependence and a minimal set of couplings when mb is
allowed to vary. The theorems of appendix A are only for
a fixed mb value.

In Fig. 2 are two probability plots for P (WL) = 1+σ
2

versus P (bL) = 1+ξ
2 . The upper plot is for the case of a sin-

gle additional chiral coupling gi. The corners correspond
to those of Fig. 1. So the dark rectangle of the SM, gives
the relative magnitude of the square of the moduli of its
four basic helicity amplitudes. Also, note from the dashed
horizontal oval that an additional V + A coupling does
not change the SM expectation that approximately 70%
of the final W ’s in t → W+b decay will be longitudinally
polarized.

The endpoints of each oval are at the dark SM rectan-
gle and the dark ellipse where the coupling is pure gi. In
general, the non-zero area of an oval depends monotoni-
cally on mb = 4.5GeV and the area will increase if a larger

Fig. 2. For the case of a single additional coupling (gi), plots
of the probability, P (WL), that the emitted W+ is “Longitudi-
nally” polarized versus the probability, P (bL), that the emitted
b-quark has “Left-handed” helicity. The upper plot is for ad-
ditional chiral couplings: a dark rectangle denotes the value
for the pure V − A coupling of the standard model. The long-
dashed (horizontal) oval is for an additional V +A coupling. A
dark ellipse denotes the end point where the coupling is pure
V +A, and similarly for the other ovals. The dashed (zero area)
oval is for an additional fM −fE coupling. The dashed-dot oval
is for an addition S − P coupling. The solid (zero-area) verti-
cal ovals with P (bL) = 1 which end above/below the V − A
point are for an additional S + P / fM + fE coupling. The
upper(lower) portions of the ovals are for Λi > 0(< 0), except
for the solid curves fM + fE and S + P which cover the full
P (WL) range for small Λi values, see the P (WL) versus Λi

plots in Fig. 3. The lower plot is for additional non- chiral
coupling V, S, fM couplings. The long-dashed (horizontal) oval
is for an additional V (A) coupling. The dashed oval is for an
additional fM (fE) coupling. The dashed-dot oval is for an ad-
dition S(P ) coupling. Λi > 0 corresponds to the tops of the
ovals from the V − A solid rectangle to the pure gi endpoints.
To the eye, the omitted respective curves for A, P, fE almost
overlap the ones for V, S, fM . For A, the endpoint is slightly
below (that for V ) and on the bottom arc of its oval

value is chosen for mb. The captions to the figures in this
paper discuss the signs of effective-mass scales Λi associ-
ated with the two parts of each oval which lie between the
two endpoints.

The lower plot in Fig. 2 is for the case of a single ad-
ditional non-chiral coupling V, S, fM (A, P, fE). The cor-
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Fig. 3. The upper(lower) plot displays the P (WL) value
versus the effective-mass scale Λ for an additional S +P (fM +
fE) coupling. The ambiguous- moduli point for this coupling
occurs at ΛS+P ∼ −34.5GeV (ΛfM +fE ∼ 52.9GeV ) where
the solid curve crosses over the dashed horizontal line which
shows the standard V-A value

responding ovals in the two non-chiral plots are almost
identical in shape. The gV (gA) endpoints lie on the up-
per(lower) parts of their ovals. In this paper, we omit the
A, P, fE curves corresponding to the ones provided for
V, S, fM because by Lorentz invariance the corresponding
ovals, etc., are almost identical, see figure captions.

3 Moduli parameters
and phase-type ambiguities

Versus predictions based on the SM, two phase-type am-
biguities arise by consideration of the effects of a single
additional “chiral” coupling gi on the three moduli pa-
rameters σ = P (WL) − P (WT ), ξ = P (bL) − P (bR), and
ζ = 1

Γ (Γ bL−bR

L − Γ bL−bR

T ). The partial width Γ for t →
W+b is the remaining and very important moduli param-
eter for testing for additional Lorentz structures. Since Γ
sets the overall scale, it cannot be well measured by spin-
correlation techniques, which better measure the ratios of
moduli and relative phases, so we consider Γ separately;
see also [14].

For an additional S + P coupling with ΛS+P ∼ −34.5
GeV the values of (σ, ξ, ζ) and also of the partial width Γ

are about the same as the SM prediction, see Table 2. This
is the first ambiguity. The dependence of the P (WL) value
versus the effective-mass scale ΛS+P is shown in the upper
plot in Fig. 3. Table 1 shows that this ambiguity will also
occur if the sign of the AX(0,− 1

2 ) amplitude for gL+gX is
taken to be opposite to that of the SM’s amplitude. Recall
that an additional S ±P only effects the longitudinal W±
amplitudes and not the transverse λW = ∓1 ones. By
requiring that

AX(0,− 1
2 )

AX(−1,− 1
2 )

= − AL(0,− 1
2 )

AL(−1,− 1
2 )

(8)

for X = S + P , we obtain a simple formula

ΛS+P = −
(

gS+P

gL

)
mt qW

2(EW + qW )

∼ −
(

gS+P

gL

)
mt

4

(
1 −

(
mW

mt

)2
)

. (9)

It is important to regard these ambiguities from (i) the
signs in their bL amplitudes versus those for the SM and
from (ii) the tensorial character and Λ value of the asso-
ciated Lorentz structure.

For an additional fM + fE coupling with ΛfM+fE
∼

53GeV the values of (σ, ξ, ζ) are also about the same as the
SM prediction, see Table 2. This is the second ambiguity.
In this case, the partial width Γ is about half that of the
SM due to destructive interference. The dependence of the
P (WL) value versus the effective-mass scale ΛfM+fE

is
shown in the lower plot of Fig. 3. Table 1 shows that this
ambiguity will also occur if the sign of the AX(−1,− 1

2 )
amplitude for gL + gX is taken to be opposite to that of
the SM’s amplitude. Again, from (8) for X = fM + fE ,
we obtain

ΛfM+fE
=
(

gfM+fE

gL

)
mtEW

2(EW + qW )

∼
(

gfM+fE

gL

)
mt

4

(
1 +

(
mW

mt

)2
)

(10)

since mb

mt

√
Eb−qW√
Eb+qW

∼ 10−3.

Besides the fM +fE construction of this second phase-
type ambiguity, it should be kept in mind that some other
mechanism might produce the relative sign change shown
in Table 1, but without also changing the absolute value
of the bL amplitudes. In this case the measurement of the
partial width Γ would not resolve the phase ambiguity.

These phase-type ambiguities are, of course, not the
same dynamical issue as finding a combination of fM +fE

and S+P couplings which give the identical bL amplitudes
as for a pure V − A coupling. By the expressions in Ap-
pendix A, this is possible if ΛS+P = −ΛfM+fE

= mt

2 (1 −
(mb

mt
)2) = 87GeV and a negligible (for bL amplitudes)

ΛS−P = −ΛfM −fE
= − (mt)2

2mb
(1 − (mb

mt
)2) = −3, 401GeV .

The bR amplitudes are identical to those for a pure V −A
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Fig. 4. For the case of a single additional coupling (gi), plots
of the moduli parameters ζ versus σ. The ovals are labeled as in
Fig. 2. Λi > 0 corresponds to the right-sides of the ovals from
the V −A rectangle to the pure gi endpoints. In the upper plot
for additional chiral couplings, the S+P (fM +fE) endpoint is
in the first(third) quadrant. The lower plot is for additional
V, S, fM couplings. To the eye, the omitted respective curves
for A, P, fE almost overlap. The A endpoint is slightly to the
left, on the origin side of the oval

coupling because of (same order of magnitude) contri-
butions from all of S ± P, fM ± fE . Without the Λ ∼
−3, 401GeV scale couplings, the bR amplitudes are
AX(0, 1

2 ) = 6.37, AX(1, 1
2 ) = −1.51 for X = (S + P ) +

(fM +fE) to be compared with the different V −A entries
in the top line of Table 1. Alternatively with non-chiral
couplings, the standard model’s fundamental V coupling
is equivalent to ΛS = −ΛfM

= (mt + mb)/2 and the fun-
damental −A coupling to ΛP = −ΛfE

= (mt − mb)/2.
From consideration of Table 1, a third (phase) ambi-

guity can be constructed by making an arbitrary sign-flip
in the bL amplitudes, so AX(λW,λb = − 1

2 ) = −AV −A(λW,

λb = − 1
2 ), with no corresponding sign changes in the bR

amplitudes. Resolution of this ambiguity will require b-
polarimetry.

In Fig. 4 are plotted the moduli parameter ζ versus
σ for the case of a single additional coupling gi. The fig-
ures are for the case of an additional chiral (non-chiral)
coupling.

Fig. 5. Plots of the partial width for t → W+b versus strengths
of an additional chiral coupling: upper-figure is for an addi-
tional V +A coupling; middle-figure’s solid ( dashed-dot) curve
is for S + P (S − P ); and lower-figure’s solid ( dashed-dot)
curve is for fM + fE (fM − fE)

From the perspective of possible additional Lorentz
structures, measurement of the partial width Γ is an im-
portant constraint. In particular, this provides a strong
constraint on possible V + A couplings, see top part of
Fig. 5, in contrast to measurement of P (WL) which does
not, recall Fig. 2. The remaining parts of Fig. 5 are for
S ± P (fM ± fE). Likewise, as shown in the top part of
Fig. 6, Γ provides a useful constraint for the possibility of
additional V and A couplings which are appealing from
the perspective of additional gauge-theoretic structures.
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Fig. 6. Plots of the partial width for t → W+b versus strengths
of an additional non-chiral coupling V, S, fM : upper-figure is
for an additional V coupling; and lower- figure’s dashed-dot
(dotted) curve is for S (fM ). The omitted plot for A is almost
the mirror image about the Γ axis of V ’s, so Γ (gA) ≈ Γ (−gV ).
Those for P, fE are respectively about the same as for S, fM

Here also, the lower part of this figure is for an additional
S, fM (P, fE) coupling.

4 Phase parameters
and interference measurements

In Fig. 7 are plotted the W-polarimetry interference pa-
rameters η versus ω for the case of a single additional cou-
pling gi. The figures are for the case of an additional chi-
ral (non-chiral) coupling. Quite dramatically in the upper
plot, the S+P and fM+fE ambiguities both correspond to
a “pseudo-image of the SM rectangle”. This image is in the
third quadrant on the diagonal at (η, ω) = (−0.46,−0.46).
As shown in the bottom part of Table 2, measurement of
the signs of either η or ω will resolve both the S + P and
the fM + fE phase-type ambiguities. In the SM, these pa-
rameters are sizable and are equal if the bR amplitudes
are omitted, see (2,3).

Determination of the α and γ interference phases, as
well as resolution of the third ambiguity, will require direct
empirical information about the bR amplitudes. In Fig. 8
are plotted the b-polarimetry interference parameter ε+,
versus ηL, for the case of a single additional coupling gi.

Fig. 7. Plots of the two W-polarimetry interference parame-
ters, η, ω for the case of a single additional coupling (gi). The
ovals are labeled as in Fig. 2. Λi > 0 correspond to the lower
parts of the ovals from the V −A rectangle to the pure gi end-
points, except for the omitted P curve where it is the upper
part. The upper plot is for additional chiral couplings and
the first two phase-type ambiguities correspond to a “pseudo-
image of the SM rectangle” at (−0.46, −0.46). The S ± P end
points are at the origin. On the solid line (zero area) ovals,
the fM + fE end point is in the first quadrant, and both the
fM + fE and S + P ovals extend through the third quadrant
with respectively Λi > 0, < 0. The fM + fE and S + P ovals
each cover the entire diagonal. The lower plot is for additional
V, S, fM ( A, P, fE) couplings. On the vertical axis, the V (A)
end point is at the bottom(top) of its horizontal oval. Similarly,
near the origin the S(P ) end point is at the bottom(top) of its
oval

Similarly, in Fig. 9 are plotted the b-polarimetry interfer-
ence parameter κ0, versus ηL. The upper (lower) figures
are respectively for the case of an additional non-chiral
(chiral) coupling. Here in general, the non-chiral couplings
produce larger deviations versus the SM’s prediction, i.e.
the dark rectangle. In particular, additional S + P and
fM + fE couplings have negligible effects on ε+ and κ0.
Not shown in these figures for (ε+, ηL) and (κ0, ηL) is the
unitarity limit, which is a circle of radius 1

2 centered on
the origin.
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Fig. 8. Plots of the b-polarimetry interference parameter ε+
versus ηL for the case of a single additional coupling (gi). The
upper plot is for additional V, S, fM couplings. Λi > 0 corre-
sponds to the upper part of the long-dashed V oval from the
V −A rectangle, the lower part of the dotted fM , and one of the
positive ηL parts of the dashed- dot S. The latter, zero-area S
oval extends to ηL ∼ −1.2. The omitted A, P, fE plot is almost
the mirror image about the ηL axis, in it Λi > 0 corresponds to
the upper parts of the long-dashed A and dotted fE ovals from
the V − A rectangle, and one of the positive ηL parts of the
dashed-dot P . The lower plot is for a single additional chiral
coupling. Only the fM + fE endpoint is not near the origin.
The ε+ values are non- negligible for only two couplings: Λi > 0
corresponds to the upper part of the long-dashed V + A oval
from the V −A rectangle, the lower part of the dotted fM −fE

oval. For the other couplings, their ηL = 1
2 (η + ω) dependence

is shown in Fig. 7

5 Ambiguities among other Lorentz
structures

From the plots for the various helicity parameters, it is evi-
dent that there also are ambiguities within certain subsets
of the couplings if an additional Lorentz structure were to
occur in the form of a single additional gi. The occurrence
of an additional Lorentz structure would also raise the
issue of how to determine the sign ( or phase) of its Λi.

The following equivalence classes among additional
Lorentz structures (versus subsets of possible experimen-
tal tests) is another consequence of the underlying Lorentz

Fig. 9. Plots of the b-polarimetry interference parameter κ0

versus ηL for the case of a single additional (gi). The upper
plot is for additional V, S, fM couplings. Λi > 0 corresponds
to the upper part of the long-dashed V and the dashed-dot S
ovals from the V − A rectangle, and corresponds to the lower
part of the dotted fM . The omitted A, P, fE plot is almost the
mirror image about the ηL axis. In it, Λi > 0 corresponds to
the upper parts of the long-dashed A and dotted fE ovals from
the V − A rectangle, and corresponds to the lower part part
of the dashed-dot P . The lower plot is for a single additional
chiral coupling. Only the fM + fE endpoint is not near the
origin. The κ0 values are non-negligible for three couplings:
Λi > 0 corresponds to the upper part of the long-dashed V +A
and dashed-dot S − P ovals from the V − A rectangle, and
corresponds to the lower part of the dotted fM − fE oval

invariance of (6, 7), etc. Second, with only W -polarimetry,
the effects of the non-zero mb mass (mb = 4.5GeV ) are
negligible for (i) additional gauge couplings V, A, V + A
and for (ii) additional chiral couplings. However, there
is a sizable mb dependence in some chiral couplings in
the (ε+, ηL) and (κ0, ηL) plots. In general for additional
S, P, fM , fE couplings, the dependence on mb is sizable
and is likely to be a serious systematic effect in data anal-
ysis.
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5.1 Additional V + A, V, or A couplings

From the gauge theory viewpoint, it is important to search
for additional vector and axial vector couplings. The SM’s
P (WL) and η values are only slightly affected by them.
But the values for P (bL), ζ, ω, ε+, and κ0 are significantly
different from those of the SM. However, inspection of
the figures shows that in many of the plots the ovals for
V + A, V, A are approximately degenerate. Nevertheless,
from the different locations of their endpoints in Figs. (8-
9), the ε+, ηL, κ0 parameters could be useful in resolving
them. So b-polarimetry or Γ would generally be useful to
resolve these additional couplings and to determine the
sign of the associated Λi .

5.2 Additional S − P, S, or P couplings

For S, P, versus S −P there are differences in some of the
plots but sufficient resolution and control of possible mb

effects would be needed. In particular, the narrow S − P
oval and the degenerate fat S, P ovals lie approximately
in the same P (WL), P (bL) regions and also in the same
ζ, σ regions. The sign of Λi is the same for the S and
P ovals. If η, ω < 0, it would exclude S − P and would
determine the respective sign of Λi. The κ0, ηL plot is
useful for distinguishing S versus P and for the sign of
Λi. If S − P were resolved, then κ0 would give the sign
of Λi. Γ is not useful for separating S versus P , but Γ is
different for S − P .

5.3 Additional fM + fE or S + P couplings

fM + fE and S + P can be distinguished from either the
P (WL), P (bL) or ζ, σ plots. Once separated, Γ could pro-
vide information on the sign of Λi. If η, ω < 0, it would
determine the respective sign of Λi. ε+ ' κ0 ' 0 for these
couplings.

5.4 Additional fM − fE , fM , or fE couplings

With sufficient resolution and control of mb effects, fM −
fE could be separated versus fM , fE by P (WL), P (bL);
by the ζ, σ plot; and/or by Γ . The ε+,ηL plot would be
useful for separating fM from fE and in determining the
sign of Λi. It would also determine the sign for fM − fE .
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Appendices

A Lorentz equivalence theorems

In the case of non-chiral couplings and with the signs and
normalizations of (6,7), the tensorial fM coupling can be

absorbed by using

g′
V = gV − (mt + mb)

fM

2ΛM
,

g′
S

2Λ′
S

=
gS

2ΛS
+

fM

2ΛM
, (11)

or alternatively, the scalar S coupling can be absorbed

g′
V = gV + (mt + mb)

gS

2ΛS
,

f ′
M

2Λ′
M

=
fM

2ΛM
+

gS

2ΛS
. (12)

Similarly, fE can be absorbed by

g′
A = gA + (mt − mb)

fE

2ΛE
,

g′
P

2Λ′
P

=
gP

2ΛP
+

fE

2ΛE
, (13)

or alternatively P by

g′
A = gA − (mt − mb)

gP

2ΛP
,

f ′
E

2Λ′
E

=
fE

2ΛE
+

gP

2ΛP
. (14)

The gT+ is absorbed by gV → g′
V = gV − (mt − mb)

gT+

2ΛT+

and gT+
5

by gA → g′
A = gA + (mt + mb)

g
T

+
5

2Λ
T

+
5

.

In the case of the chiral combinations, the tensorial
g± ≡ fM ± fE are absorbed by using

g′
L = gL − mt

g+
2Λ+

− mb
g−

2Λ−
,

g′
S+P

2Λ′
S+P

= gS+P

2ΛS+P
+ g+

2Λ+
,

g′
R = gR − mt

g−
2Λ−

− mb
g+

2Λ+
,

g′
S−P

2Λ′
S−P

= gS−P

2ΛS−P
+ g−

2Λ−
,

(15)
or alternatively S ± P by

g′
L = gL + mt

gS+P

2ΛS+P
+ mb

gS−P

2ΛS−P
,

g′
+

2Λ′
+

= g+
2Λ+

+ gS+P

2ΛS+P
,

g′
R = gR + mt

gS−P

2ΛS−P
+ mb

gS+P

2ΛS+P
,

g′
−

2Λ′
−

= g−
2Λ−

+ gS−P

2ΛS−P
.

(16)
The g̃± = gT+ ± gT+

5
are absorbed by gL → g′

L = gL −
mt

g̃+

2Λ̃+
+ mb

g̃−
2Λ̃−

and gR → g′
R = gR − mt

g̃−
2Λ̃−

+ mb
g̃+

2Λ̃+

B Formulas for α, β, γ phases
from helicity parameters

Equations (2,3) define the W+ longitudinal/transverse in-
terference parameters ηL,R associated with the βL,R phases.
Similarly, from Fig. 1 the parameters associated with the
α0,1 and γ± phases are

κ0 = 1
2 (λ + κ) ≡ 1

Γ |A(0,− 1
2 )||A(0, 1

2 )| cos α0

κ1 = 1
2 (λ − κ) ≡ 1

Γ |A(−1,− 1
2 )||A(1, 1

2 )| cos α1

ε+ = 1
2 (δ + ε) ≡ 1

Γ |A(1, 1
2 )||A(0,− 1

2 )| cos γ+

ε− = 1
2 (δ − ε) ≡ 1

Γ |A(−1,− 1
2 )||A(0, 1

2 )| cos γ−

(17)

The corresponding primed parameters are defined by re-
placing the cosine by sine.

The inverse formulas for cos βL,R, sinβL,R from ηL,R

and η′
L,R are given by (56-59) in [5]. For extracting the
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α0,1 and γ± phases,

cos α0 = 4κ0√
(1+σ)2−(ξ+ζ)2

cos α1 = 4κ1√
(1−σ)2−(ξ−ζ)2

cos γ+ = 4ε+√
(1+ζ)2−(σ+ξ)2

cos γ− = 4ε−√
(1−ζ)2−(σ−ξ)2

(18)

and the sine’s of the respective angles are obtained by
using the primed helicity parameter in the respective nu-
merator.
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